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S
ometimes the look of cheapness has a strong appeal. The 
traditional B-movies from the 50s and 60s were prime 
examples of cheapness. Originally they were no more than 
simple marketing strategies to get people into the theatres. 

They were often garish and tasteless to the point of insulting your 
intelligence. However, in that cheapness, that lack of intelligence, lies 
a certain timeless charm. 

That charm is evident, most of all, in the poster art of that period. 
Blood-dripping typography and scantily clad women litter the scenes. 
Photos were cropped in a choppy manner, large halftone screen patterns 
ensured acceptable reproduction by even the shadiest printers, brush 
strokes remained visible in quick and dirty illustrations, and garish colours 
were used to grab attention.

But as the years passed, collectors latched on to these unlikely 
masterpieces, fi nding beauty in their camp sincerity and less-than-perfect 
execution. And here we fi nd ourselves, recreating this imperfection in 
Photoshop, an application built for perfection. A tad ironic when you think 

about it. We’re going to show you how to exploit the Photoshop toolset to 
not only mimic the imperfect techniques of the old days, but also to create 
wonderfully sharp and clean illustrations within your camp poster designs.

A number of elements you see here reside on this issue’s CD as 
desktop scans, but before they wound up there, we had to execute a few 
real-world techniques of our own. You see, in order to create convincing 
crumpled effects, we printed out many elements and crumpled up the 
pages by hand. Sometimes, the best way to get a real-world effect is to 
simply start with the real thing. And it’s within the Channels palette, as 
you’ll soon see, that these distressed desktop scans will become raw 
material for the imperfect bits and pieces within these compositions.

As for perfection, well, that starts with a photograph. Rather than 
reaching for the ever predictable Adobe Illustrator Live Trace button, we’ll 
show you how to painstakingly trace details from your images by using the 
Pen tool. And fi nally, to fi nish things off, we’ll show you a few innovative 
bitmap tricks that transcend the predictable when it comes to working with 
image modes and alpha channels. 

Tutorial [illustration] Derek Lea, www.dereklea.com

Create B-movie poster art
Everything from desktop scans to bitmap images is useful when it comes to 
creating authentic B-movie poster art. Derek Lea explains how unconventional 
methods can yield stunning results in Photoshop…
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Expertise provided by award-winning illustrator Derek Lea, www.dereklea.
com. Photography: Orlando Marques; Model: Josie Lyn.

All the source fi les you need to complete this tutorial can be found on the 
Computer Arts Projects CD91 in the DiscContent\Tutorials\Tutorial Files\
Illustration folder.
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Part 1: Build a background 
Alpha channels provide the building blocks for this highly textured effect…

1
Launch 
Photoshop 

and create a new 
fi le. Specify CMYK 
mode, a document 
size of about 
240mm wide and 
290mm high, 
and a white 
background. This 
fi le will be your 
working layered 
fi le. Now, with 
your new fi le 
open, open the 
border.jpg fi le from 
the Illustration 
folder in the 
Tutorial Files 
section of the CD. 
Type Ctrl/Cmnd+A 
to select all.

2
Now type Ctrl/Cmnd+C to copy the contents of the 
selection. Once you’ve copied the selection, go ahead 

and close the border.jpg fi le. Return to your new working fi le 
and locate the Channels palette. Click the ‘Create new 
channel’ button at the bottom of the palette and type Ctrl/
Cmnd+I to invert the channel.

7
Create a new 
channel, 

invert it to white, 
paste into the 
channel, and resize 
the pasted artwork 
via Free Transform. 
Use Image> 
Adjustments> 
Brightness/
Contrast to 
enhance the 
contrast so that 
unwanted wrinkles 
disappear from the 
scan. Generate a 
selection from this 
new channel and 
invert it. Create 
another new layer.

3
Now that your channel is inverted to white, ensure that 
it’s targeted in the Channels palette and type Ctrl/

Cmnd+V to paste the copied image into the new alpha 
channel. Next choose Edit>Free Transform from the menu. 
Drag the corner handles of the bounding box to resize the 
contents of the selection within the channel.

4
Press Enter on the keyboard to apply the transformation 
after you’ve sized the pasted border so that it fi ts within 

the channel, allowing enough space for a white border around 
the edge. Now, hold down Ctrl or Cmnd and click on the alpha 
channel thumbnail to generate a selection from the contents 
of the channel.

6
Target the background layer in the Layers palette. Now 
use the Rectangular Marquee tool to draw a selection 

border within your fl aming border. Select a lighter blue colour 
from the picker and fi ll the selection with this colour on the 
background layer. Deactivate the selection. Then open the 
blood.jpg fi le and copy it.

By default, white 
areas within 
channels are 
selected areas and 
black areas are 
masked. You’ll 
notice in this tutorial 
that we’re constantly 
inverting selections. 
If you’d rather not do 
this, double-click 
an alpha channel in 
the Channels palette 
and, in the Channel 
Options box, change 
the colour indication 
from masked areas 
to selected areas, 
meaning black 
will represent 
selected areas.

Channels

5
Create a new layer in the Layers palette and choose 
Select>Inverse from the menu. Click on the foreground 

colour swatch in the toolbox and select a blue colour from 
the picker. With the new layer targeted, type Alt/Opt-Delete 
to fi ll the selection with the current foreground colour on 
your new layer.
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Part 2: Figures and texture
Complete the background by combining channels, selections, layers and blending modes…

4
Fill the inverted selection with 
white in the current alpha channel 

to remove the shadows. In the Layers 
palette, create a new layer, and drag it 
above the other layers in the palette. 
Invert the selection and fi ll it with a 
lime green colour on the new layer. 
Deselect the layer.

5
Now, generate a selection from your newest alpha 
channel and invert the new selection. Create a new layer 

at the top of the stack in the Layers palette. Fill the active 
selection on the new layer with a blue foreground colour that’s 
slightly darker than the background. Deactivate the selection.

6
Open the glass.jpg fi le. Select all and copy. Now return to 
your working fi le and paste. Use Edit>Free Transform to 

edit the pasted image so that it covers the entire canvas area. 
Ensure that your new layer is at the top of the layers stack and 
change the layer blending mode to Soft Light.

1
Open the josie2.jpg fi le from the 
CD. Drastically alter the contrast 

of this image until the background is 
mostly white. Next, select all and copy. 
Return to your working fi le, create a 
new alpha channel, and invert it to 
white. Paste the copied image into the 
channel. Resize and position the pasted 
image via Free Transform.

2
Now open the josie3.jpg fi le. Alter 
the contrast of this image and paste 

it into the same alpha channel in your 
working fi le. Resize and reposition the 
graphic within the channel so that 
there’s a fi gure at the right and another 
at the left. Then simply deactivate the 
selection and choose the Pen tool from 
the toolbox.

3
Use the Pen 
tool to draw 

a closed path 
component 
around each of 
the fi gures, 
outlining her 
shape in each 
case. Ensure that 
the ‘Add to path 
area’ option is 
enabled in the tool 
options bar. 
Generate a 
selection from 
your path by Ctrl/
Cmnd-clicking it in 
the Paths palette. 
Finish the fi gures 
by inverting 
the selection.

9
Enable the 
transparency 

lock for this layer 
and use the Move 
tool to drag it 
upwards on the 
canvas. Select a 
purple foreground 
colour and type 
Alt/Opt-Delete 
to fi ll the non-
transparent 
portions of the 
layer. Use the 
Rectangular 
Marquee to select 
the unwanted 
area at the top of 
the canvas and 
delete it. Your 
background 
imagery should 
now be complete.

8
Ensure that your new layer resides between the existing 
two layers in the Layers palette. Then fi ll the active 

selection with a red foreground colour, specifi ed within the 
picker, on your new layer. Deactivate the current selection and 
duplicate your dripping blood layer by dragging it onto the 
‘Create new layer’ button in the Layers palette.

When drawing with 
the Pen tool, one of 
the fi rst places you 
should direct your 
attention to is the 
tool options bar. At 
the far left, there are 
three buttons that 
control the result of 
what you draw with 
the Pen tool. Ensure 
that the middle 
button (of the three 
on the left) is 
selected. This will 
ensure that the Pen 
tool creates paths, 
not shape layers or 
fi lled pixels.

Drawing paths
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Part 4: Tracing photographs
Our primary visual element is meticulously traced with the Pen tool…

1
Open the josie1.jpg fi le. Copy and paste the image into 
your working fi le as a new layer, on top of the existing 

layers. Use Free Transform to adjust the size and positioning 
of the layer. Select the Pen tool. Ensure that the ‘Add to path 
area’ function is enabled in the tool options bar.

2
Carefully begin to trace the outer edge of her entire body, 
concentrating on creating a closed path for the outer 

edge of what will soon be a selection border. The resulting 
selection will be used to create a sharp black outline, so click 
and drag carefully to create a precise outer edge.

3
When your outer path component is complete, Ctrl/
Cmnd-click anywhere else so that it’s not selected. Choose 

the ‘Subtract from path area’ option in the tool options bar. 
With this option enabled, trace the shapes that you want to 
punch out of the black outline, such as skin and hair highlights.

4
This is the most time-consuming part of the process. Take 
your time and really focus on the details. Draw all of the 

hair and clothing highlights, carefully trace her arms, leaving a 
space at the outer edge between the outer path and the inner 
ones. When you’ve fi nished, you need to generate a selection 
from the entire path.

5
In the Layers palette, temporarily disable the visibility of 
the current layer and create a new layer at the top of the 

stack. With the new layer targeted, fi ll the currently active 
selection with black and then deactivate the selection. Take a 
look at the black outline you’ve created so far. There’s still 
more tracing work to be done yet though.

6
Now select the ‘Add to path area’ option in the tool 
options bar. Enable the visibility of your source photo 

layer again and trace some of the details that weren’t included 
in the fi rst path. Outline her eyes, nose details, her fi ngernails, 
and the remaining details within the skull and on her gown. 
These details will reside within a new path in the Paths palette. 

1
Open the type.jpg fi le and use all of the aforementioned 
methods to enhance the contrast, paste it into an inverted 

channel, perform any necessary free transformations, generate 
a selection from the channel and then invert it. On a new 
layer, fi ll the selection with a blue foreground colour. Deselect.

2
Use the Pen tool, with the ‘Add to 
path area’ option enabled, to trace 

the outlines of the inside area of each 
letter. Generate a selection from your 
path. Create a layer underneath the top 
layer, and fi ll the selection with green.

3
Deactivate 
the selection 

and use the Type 
tool to create a 
couple of text 
layers for 
descriptive copy. 
Choose a font and 
a bright orange 
text colour in the 
tool options bar. 
Use Edit> 
Transform> Skew 
to skew the 
contents of each 
text layer.

Part 3: Adding text
Incorporate a bit of text via scanned art and type layers…
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1
Use this method to trace various shaded areas and fi ll the 
selections with appropriate colours on the current layer. 

Once you’ve done that, create another layer underneath the 
current one and fi ll path-based selections with colours to 
defi ne all the solid areas of colour underneath the shading.

2
Create a new layer and position it at the top of the stack 
in the Layers palette. Select the Brush tool and open the 

Brushes palette. Select a natural looking brush tip preset. 
Disable all brush dynamics except Smoothing and reduce the 
Spacing to 1 per cent to produce nice, smooth brush strokes.

7
Enable the ‘Subtract from path area’ option again and 
trace any areas which you want to punch holes in what 

will be a solid black fi ll, areas like the whites of her eyes. 
Generate a selection from the entire path.

9
Use the Pen tool, with the ‘Add to path area’ option enabled, to trace the contour of the shadows on her skin. Generate a 
selection from the new path, and fi ll it with purple on a new layer that is placed beneath the black outline layer. Deselect 

and trace the other shaded areas.

8
Fill the active selection with black on your top layer. 
Deselect and enable the transparency lock for this layer. 

Select a blue foreground colour. Use the Gradient tool with the 
foreground to transparent method and the radial setting to 
draw a gradient from the bottom up within the black outline.

3
Use the current brush tip, with a variety of colours to 
paint over the top of the underlying imagery. Use a very 

low opacity setting and vary the size of the brush tip 
depending upon the area you’re painting over. Create very 
light strokes, adding a hand-painted feel to the underlying art.
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Part 5: Colour and paint
Fill the black outlines with colour and add tactile paint effects…
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1
Open the folded.jpg fi le. Select all and copy. Paste the copied image into a new channel within your 
working fi le. Use Free Transform to adjust the size so that if fi lls the entire canvas. Increase the 

contrast and then generate a selection from the channel. This time, refrain from inverting the selection.

2
Create a new layer in the Layers palette at the top of the stack. Fill the active 
selection with white and deselect. Add a layer mask and use the Gradient tool, 

with the same settings as before, to mask out areas that are too harsh. 
Congratulations, you have now completed the fi rst poster.

3
Use the remaining CD fi les and the methods explained so 
far to create a second, horizontal poster. Open josie5.jpg 

and choose Image>Mode>Greyscale. Then choose 
Image>Mode>Bitmap. Choose 50 per cent threshold as the 
method. Once you’ve converted the fi le, select all and copy.

Part 6: Bitmaps and texture
Innovative effects are achieved via channels and alternate image modes…

4
Create a new channel in your second poster fi le and invert it. Paste the copied image into the channel. Do the same thing 
with the josie6.jpg fi le and paste it into the channel as well. Resize and position each image within the channel 

appropriately. Generate a selection from the channel and invert it.

When working with a lot of layers, like we’re doing here, you’ll want to ensure that you always have 
the desired layer targeted in the Layers palette before you do something drastic like fi ll an active 
selection with colour. You may want to get into the habit of locking layers in the Layers palette that 
aren’t currently in use to prevent mistakes. You can never be too safe.

Locking layers
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6
Visually align both layers using the Move tool. Draw a 
path outline for each fi gure, then generate a selection 

from the path. Create a new layer and place it beneath the 
previous two in the Layers palette. Fill the selection on the new 
layer with yellow and then deactivate the selection.  ca p

5
Fill the selection with purple on a new layer with a Colour Burn blending mode. Again, convert both josie5.jpg and 
josie6.jpg to bitmaps. This time, choose the halftone screen method. Use the same process to fi ll the halftone bitmap 

channel with red on an underlying layer in the working fi le. Deselect.

BACKGROUND: 
Art director, graphic designer, photographer, 
illustrator, author, aspiring tattoo artist, record nerd, 
horror movie buff.

YEARS PRACTISING AS A CREATIVE: 
Sixteen.

CLIENTS: 
Young & Rubicam, TBWA\Chiat\Day, Canadian 
Imperial Bank of Commerce, the Royal Bank, 
Canadian Geographic, New Scientist, Wired, The 
Toronto Star newspaper, Ilex Press, Focal Press.

Also, watch out for a new Derek Lea Photoshop 
book in 2007 published by Focal Press. The title will 
be aimed at all the artists who use Photoshop, not 
just photographers.

MISSION STATEMENT: 
“All of this Photoshop stuff is simply part of an 
elaborate plan to become the next bass player for 
The Cramps, except I can’t play bass,” says Lea.

WEBSITE: 
See more of Derek Lea’s stunning Photoshop work 
at www.dereklea.com.

Expert profi le: Derek Lea
With a new Photoshop book due out next year, Derek Lea is well-qualifi ed to demonstrate the versatility of the application…

Above, from left to right:

A peek at a secret project that will be revealed in 2007. “Again, 

Josie Lyn is the model, and Orlando Marques photographed 

her. I love collaborating with these two,” says Lea. 

This image ran alongside an article on how to turn your laptop 

into a hotrod in Laptop magazine.

“The inspiration for this one is no secret. It eventually 

appeared on the cover of a digital art mag that was wiped off 

the face of the earth by the almighty Computer Arts,” says Lea.

A risk when working with large layered fi les is that of getting lost within 
the Layers palette. Naming layers is a good habit to get into so that you 
can easily fi nd things at a glance. Simply double-click a layer’s name in 
the Layers palette to highlight the text. This will allow you to replace the 
name of the layer with something more appropriate.

Staying organised
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